
Orwellian Concept  Reality     Path    
 
1. Abolition of God Public School System   General Education Board, 

     NEA, John Dewey, etc.  
 
2. Family Destruction  Massive government welfare  The “Great” Society 
     
3. No Distinction Between  Radical homosexual movement  Dr. Alfred Kinsey 
    Sexes/No Marriage  and destruction of marriage 
 
4. Children Ratting Out  Proposals to have children   Radical environmental  
    Parents   reporting on parents’ ‘environmental movement (and the UN) 
    crimes’ 
 
5. Historical Revisionism  Revised/Godless history taught in   Columbia University 
    the public schools   Teachers’ College, etc. 
     
6.  Ministry of Truth  Controlled corporate snews  Most media CEOs in  
         the Bilderberg Group 
 
7. Centralized Economic  Federal Reserve System   Chase Manhattan Bank  
    Control         
 
8.  Central Political Control Two major political parties corrupt  Zbigniew Brzezinski  
    No choice for real “CHANGE”  (Obama “advisor”) 
         Henry Kissinger 
         (McCain “advisor”) 
 
9.  Three World Superstates European Union, emergent North  Trilateral Commission 
    American Union, Chinese and   (and the UN) 

Russian ‘loans’       
 
10. Selective Elimination of Selective sterilizations   Eugenics 
      Undesirables (i.e., Memory 
      Hole) 
 
11. Two Minutes of Hate  Class warfare vies a vies “Progressive” Total media, financial,  

Politicians   academic and political 
control to disseminate this 
class warfare trash 

  . 
 
 
Answer: These PATHS all lead to the Rockefeller family from John D. way back in the robber baron days 
of the eighteenth century Standard Oil Companies through David today.  They have had a huge (though 
certainly not the only) part in funding and/or supplying all of these beloved people and institutions.  Let’s 
document: 
 
1. I don’t believe there is any argument that the mandatory public schools under the auspices of the very 

powerful, very liberal NEA are the clearing houses for “separation of church and state” or more 
accurately the greatest source of the evisceration of God from the public mind.  Let’s see what the 
Reece Commission, the result of the great Senator Joe McCarthy, has to say: 

    
….Building America textbook series…another attempt by radical educators finance by 
foundations to suborn the schools.  It was the General Education Board, a Rockefeller foundation, 



which provided over $50,000 for the production of these books, taken over and intensively 
promoted by the National Education Association. (1) 
 
These texts, financed by the Rockefeller Foundation and distributed by the National Education 
Association, must have influenced the thinking of hundreds of thousands of defenseless 
Americans.  They may well have contributed to the recent philosophy of reckless public spending 
and overgrowth of government. (2) 

 
And just in case there’s any doubt as to why the Eastern, elite, Aryan, Freemason, treasonous anti-
American gang banker Establishment (and of course THEIR re-educated zombie lapdogs at the elitist Ivy 
League Schools) hate the heroic Joe McCarthy to this day with palpable vitriol and why this report was 
issued “quietly” according to real Establishment (and Bill Clinton hero) Carroll Quigley the following 
speaks volumes: 
 

Mr. Sargent added that, with this philosophy, 
 

You automatically wipe the slate clean, you throw historical experience and background to the 
wind and you begin all over again, which is just exactly what the Marxians want to do. 

 
This rejection of tradition carried with it an undermining of the doctrine of inalienable 

rights and the theory of natural law which underlie our system of government.  It has become 
intrinsic in the “liberal” philosophy which assumed the Dewey point of view that, while there may 
be fundamental rights that may be sacred, they are subject to constant review. 
…But the moderate and sensible reformers of the era were very often overwhelmed, and to some 
extent seduced, by a small army of Socialists, crypto-socialists and collectivists who took 
advantage of the necessary reform movement to propel their own radical philosophies and theories 
of government.  

The National Education Association became enamored early of the Dewey philosophy. 
(3) 
 

John Dewey is considered the patron saint of modern education.  “Conspiracy theorist” Ted Flynn has 
whole sections on our friend John Dewey in his book “Hope of the Wicked”: 

 
John Dewey, considered the father of the American Education System, was trained at John 
Hopkins University from 1882-1886 under the Helgian philospher, George Sylvester Morris….For 
Hegel every quality of an individual exists only at the mercy and will of the State. To understand 
this concept is to understand what has happened to American education over the past two 
generations.  The dumbing down was a desired goal. 
 The University of Chicago was founded in 1890 with Rockefeller money.  In 1894 
Dewey went to the University of Chicago, and in 1902 was appointed Director of its School of 
Education. (4) 
 

In the The THEorY of LIVEvolution I documented how Robert Muller is considered the guru of today’s 
Outcome Based Education mess and that he takes “advice” from one Djwhal Khul, “the Tibetan”… 

 
Not surprisingly, by the time of Dewey’s death in 1952, the Protestant character of early public 
schools had disappeared. 

A professor of philosophy at New York’s Columiba University, Dewey also headed its 
Teachers’ College, which served as a model for teacher education departments at colleges and 
universities across America.   Dewey’s influence on the educational faculty at Harvard was 
similarly strong.  In the 1950’s, the Reece Committee investigated the Rockefeller, Ford and 
Carnegie Foundations’ control over teacher training schools and saw his profound influence.  
Interestingly,  Dewey’s association with the Rockefeller family went a long way back.  In fact, he 
taught four of the family’s five brothers. 



Dewey’s indelible mark can be seen today in the Outcome-Based Education (OBE) 
Movement.  Both Progressive Education and Outcome Based Education subordinate 
individualistic traits to collectivist interests promoting a New World Order. 

Rockefeller and Carnegie funded the Teachers College at Columbia University and 
expounded Deweyism while fostering some of the most radical advocates of Dewey’s so called 
Progressive Education System….Because Dewey’s alma mater served as the model for teacher 
training programs in colleges and universities across the United States, many believe that much of 
what is wrong with America’s public education system today is traced to the Teachers’ College at 
Columbia University. (5) 

 
Now where did President elect one Barak Hussein Obama get re-educated ummm educated?  That would 
be Columbia University under the auspices of one Rockefeller puppy dog Zbigniew Brzezinski and the 
University of Chicago and…Harvard excuse me HAARVERD Law School.  And he spent two years at a 
place called Occidental University in the Peoples’ Republic of California before Columbia.  Now keep an 
Illuminated eye on that name for future articles by this “conspiracy theorist”… 
 
2. In “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I documented how the “Great” Society is in all likelihood the test 
case for the Federal Government takeover of the entire “Late Great USA”.  Its number one victim has been 
the black family who now see Ma and Pa Government as their savior thanks in no small part to the Banksta 
controlled media and educational establishment.  Banksta President Lyndon Johnson came up with this 
brainstorm under the guidance of his copious advisors many of whom were Rockefeller related Council on 
Foreign Relation (CFR) types… 
 
3. “Doctor” Alfred Kinsey was some kind of sicko who tried to justify abominations like sodomy, 
pedophilia and all kinds of sexual deviancies.  His “work” around the late forties is cited as one of the 
foundations for justifying today’s radical homosexual movement and sex education in TA DA…the public 
schools.  Much of his funding came out of the Rockefeller complex… 
 
4.  In that model that our sell-out politicians want to impress the, European Union, proposals are now being 
floated that children report so called environmental crimes of their parents to their school teachers.  This 
sounds so innocuous in the beginning but this how these things start.  Of course the proles were told in 
1913 after the illegal federal income tax was added to the Constitution to fund the illegal banksta (i.e., 
Rockefeller, Morgan and the rest of the gang bankers) Federal Reserve that the new income tax would 
never exceed 2% of income… 
 
5. Let’s see “Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land…” as per Leviticus 25:10 appears on the Liberty 
Bell, The Second Continental Congress funded the purchase of 20,000 Bibles since we could no longer get 
them from England for obvious reasons, the military, judges, even the President himself takes an oath on 
the Bible, the very Christian New England Primer was the main source of reading material for new entries 
into the school system for over 100 years, the Ten Commandments appear on the wall inside the Supreme 
Court Chambers, the “Supreme Judge of the World” is cited in the Declaration of Independence, etc. etc. 
But this was never a “Christian nation” according to many in our Rockefeller funded Dewey-humanist 
public re-education system, right? 
 
6. The Bilderberg Group was started in 1952 by the current crop of Rockefellers and Dutch royalty closely 
connected to the Rockefeller associated Shell Oil.  As documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” its 
annual meetings include a virtual who’s who of media moguls, big business banksta types from Goldman 
Sachs like Warren Buffett and politicians the world over.  It meets in complete secrecy every year.  In fact 
in June of this very year (2008) a meeting was rumored to have taken place right here in Chantilly, Virginia 
and our two Progressive lovelies Queen Hillary and the One were in attendance according to many 
“conspiracy kook” websites including WorldNetDaily.com.  The lack of coverage is a yawner since David 
Rockefeller at the 1991 version thanked the directors (and meeting attendees) of TIME, the Washington 
(Com)Post and the New York Slimes umm Times for keeping things quiet, all liberal rags, shocking.  And 
what you didn’t hear about this on “conservative” FOX sNEWS?  Ruport Murdoch is also an alleged 
attendee… 
 



7. Today Chase Manhattan Bank is running wild over what’s left of the “Late Great USA”.  It got its start 
when the Rockefeller owned Chase Bank merged with Federal Reserve criminal extraordinaire Paul 
Warburg’s Manhattan bank in the forties.  According to “conspiracy theorist” Ted Flynn it is one of eight 
banks that has an ownership interest in the illegal “Fed” that Bush’s (and soon to be Obama’s) gang 
bankers are using to run rampant - without even hiding it like they have in the past - over our now modern 
Roman Empire like hollowed out nation….  
 
8. and 9. The Trilateral Commission was started in 1973 by David Rockefeller along with his nice puppy 
dog and current Obama “advisor” and former Obama “teacher” at Columbia University Zbigniew 
Brzezinski.  Interestingly enough many “experts” are predicting the ObamaNation will be very much 
similar to Peanut Carter’s debacle of the late seventies (this “conspiracy theorist” believes it will be much 
worse than that).  Of course Jimmy boy promised “change” as in he wouldn’t let those evil Council of 
Foreign Relation or Bilderberg types run the nation anymore.  Technically James Carter was correct 
according to “conspiracy theorist” Ralph Epperson: 
 

And true to his word, he selected members of a new group not previously known called 
the Trilateral Commission to fill important positions. 

Apparently some of the minions beneath him had not read the script.  Before Carter’s 
election, his advisor Hamilton Jordan said, “If, after the inauguration (of Jimmy Carter) you find 
Cy Vance as Secretary of State, and Zbigniew Brzezinski as head of  National Security, then I 
would say that we failed and I’d quit” (6) 

 
Interestingly Mr. Epperson notes that “David Rockefeller met with 27 heads of state, including the rulers of 
Russia and Red China” in 1973.  This guy is all over the place, Bilderberg meetings, President of Chase 
Manhattan Bank, defender of the environment AND owner of the evil “Big Oil” companies in between 
squeezes in meeting with Russian and Chinese leaders as an “ordinary” citizen.  Connect the dots and what 
do you have?  I don’t know “None Dare Call It Conspiracy” to quote the title of a book that further 
documents all of this tomfoolery by “conspiracy theorist” Gary Allen.  Now this Zbigniew wrote a VERY 
interesting book called “Between Two Ages” that will be review on this website in the future.  For now 
remember who he taught at Columbia University, one Barak Hussein Obama.  My friends I’m telling you 
again: WATCH OUT FOR THIS GUY…. 
And don’t forget the “other” Presidential clown ummm candidate McCain was (is?) taking a lot of advice 
from Rockefeller lackey Henry Kissinger.  I guess CHANGE in the banksta mindset means CHANGING 
from Rockefeller puppy dog Brzezinski to Rockefeller lackey Kissinger…. 
 
10. Numero Uno amongst the population control types that now populate the Rockefeller supported radical 
environmental movement is lovely Maggie Sanger.  As discussed elsewhere on this website she took the 
philosophies of her two heroes, “Madame” mother of the “New” Age Blavatsky and Alice I listen to 
Ascended Master Djwhal Khul Bailey, to the next level by getting rid of the “imbeciles” and “black human 
weeds”.  She did this by instituting the forerunner to today’s eugenics explosion and forerunner to Planned 
Parenthood, the American Birth Control League.  Of course the Rockefeller Fund is all over supporting her 
causes.  As documented in “War Against the Weak” by author Edwin Black (among other sources) the 
Rockefeller complex during the twenties and thirties heavily funded a certain group of German rabble 
rousers that would employ the theory of “race hygiene” to justify their solution to the “Jewish problem”.  
Forced sterilization of certain undesirables was also state law in several of these United States thanks to the 
efforts of Sanger, Rockefeller and friends.   In July 2008 an article entitled “New Book Exposes Eugenics 
Mandate in Reproductive Rights Agenda” was authored by Susan Yoshihara.  Here are some excerpts: 

 
In 1952, at a secret, invitation-only gathering in Colonial Williamsburg, John D. 

Rockefeller III brought together what would become the modern population control establishment.  
Setting the agenda for the following decades were the heads of the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission, National Academy of Sciences, and top scientists from “embryology to economics” 
including past and present Nobel prize winners. 

…(author Matthew Connelly) found that what drove them were the questions of how 
many people the world could hold along with “whether ‘industrial development should be 
withheld’ from poor, agrarian economies like India.” 



Thus was born the Population Council, which would become the  nexus of the entire 
population control movement, going on to coordinate the work of the United Nations, the Ford and 
Rockefeller Foundations, International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPFF)… 

The founder of IPFF, Margaret Sanger, selected for its first director general the 
psychologist C.P. Blacker, who called for a strategy of “crypto-eugenics” saying “you seek to 
fulfill the aims of eugenics without disclosing what you are really aiming at and without 
mentioning the word.” 

…American funding soared, turning Sanger’s vision of forcing birth control on to the 
world’s poor into reality in India and beyond.  As the initiatives gained unstoppable momentum, 
the brutal consequences shocked even the most enthusiastic population controllers. (7)  

 
 
In an article on inforwars.com David Rockefeller was documented on video urging 
 

“…the world to curb population growth and implement control measures via global regulatory 
bodies such as the United Nations…” ‘Stabilizing population’ ultimately means, despite any feel 
good intentions, sterilizations, vaccinations, encouraging abortions, using ‘food as a weapon’, 
viewing disease, war and pestilence as a satisfactory means of natural correction and more (abuses 
in the Third World remain widespread).  While philanthropic world organizations appear kindly, 
their net effect in the countries and regions they service has often been devastating to the 
sovereignty of individual human bodies, to local religious cultures and to developing nations in 
general.  And what’s more, these aims are always achieved by ever-greater control by world 
governmental bodies – who have repeatedly demonstrated they warrant no trust or support. (8) 

 
Now in the “THEorY of LIVEvolution” I documented one “New” Age fool (from the Peoples’ Republic of 
California) had come across the same information that I had concerning the dubious ‘natural’ origin of the 
AIDS virus.  In fact I authored an undergraduate microbiology report that documented that AIDS is 
definitely not a “green monkey disease” as the mainstream snews was telling us but rather related to cow 
and sheep viruses.  This was well known in the scientific community at the time so one has to ask, why the 
cover-up?  Also, the London Times in the early nineties had a front page article more or less stating that the 
pattern of the AIDS virus in Africa was in direct correlation to recent smallpox vaccines issued by the UN-
dead’s World Health Organization (WHO).  In Africa it was a heterosexual disease yet in American a 
“homosexual” disease.  Connect these dots.  Think this isn’t possible?  Go back and read who started the 
Soviet Union under Stalin that killed tens of millions or Hitler who killed millions more not to mention the 
Gaia earth wackos who are responsible for who knows how many more.  The name Rockefeller appears in 
the middle of it all.  Think it can’t happen here?  Go back and ask anti born alive babies Barak Hussein 
Obama how it is that deciding when life begins is “above his pay grade”.  Now combine him, Brzezinski 
and “free” Government health care that will in no doubt be limited by our “limited resources” so limited 
because of the parasite gang bankers including David Rockefeller and population control buddies Warren 
Buffet, Ted Turner and  Maurice Strong…Go ahead and anoint “The One”.   As for me I’ll say it again: 
WATCH OUT FOR THIS GUY.   
 
The only ascribable explanation for all this pure evil is that this “Angel of Light” may be in fact the liar and 
father of them and the wicked one just like the Bible says… 
 
11. It doesn’t take me to make this one obvious, does it?  Go watch any of “our” “Progressive” candidates 
for “Change” from the “Chosen One” to Queen Hillary to drunken disgrace Ted Kennedy to philandering 
disgrace John Edwards and even many “liberal” Republicans.  “The rich must pay their fair share” or some 
such gibberish, from a bunch of multi-millionaire hypocrites.  But what are they really attacking?  The 
concept of capitalism and FREE markets.  Yes “rich” is never clearly defined and what they actually pay 
for is even more mysterious.  Of course they’re compassionate as in the mandatory compassion of the thug 
IRS.  Of course “mandatory compassion” makes about as much sense as “millionaire liberal” but in our 
dumbed down, crappy TV society who cares? “It’s the economy, stupid”, right?.  In a word what we have is 
class warfare where we proles are taught to hate each other while liberal, hypocrite, Ivy League elitists 
(many of whom are white) accuse us of being “racist” and “for the rich”. Yet they themselves are above the 
fray in places like Martha’s Vineyard and Westchester County New York and the gang bankers, just like in 



Karl Marx’s day, are never criticized by “our” politicians for “change”. Of course the stuffed shirt zombie 
jerk-off “experts” who call themselves “liberal” and “conservative” on the corporate snews or in our re-
education centers ummm institutions of higher learning are no better.  

Strange days indeed….snews…  
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